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From day one Stepchild has been owned and operated by snowboarders, who still actually snowboard. 
We just wanted to take a second and remind everyone that actually going snowboarding is still at the top 
of the todo list. Whether it be building an off the grid powder cabin, blowing off an ad deadline for night 
pow, setting up an early season jib zone, and even missing the deadline (and spell check) for this catalog 
to ride pow on opening day, we are commited to building boards to do exactly that, go snowboarding. So 
bare with us, we are out there everyday blowing it so you dont have to.
   
     The owners.
      Sean Johnson
      Simon chamberlain
      JP Walker
      Brad Richmond (has 5 kids, so doesnt really go snowboarding)
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cores

Light

ArmorCore - Designed specifically for Park and Jib riders, 
our ArmorCore combines Full length Poplar wood stringers 
with an advanced wood derived composite that results in 
highly flexible yet durable snowboard core.

ArmorCore w/ XTC – XTC construction process eliminates 
the top plastic graphic layer on the board. The graphic is sub-
limated directly onto the fiberglasss, 

KICKER CORE - Our award winning KICKER cores start with 
sustainably sourced Poplar wood to deliver a high energy and 
responsive flex. The result is a light weight lively ride that has 
been the benchmark of our cores. 

LIGHT KICKER x XTC -  The KICKER core goes through an 
extra computer controlled milling process, stripping away tiny 
amounts of un-needed material. This results in an 8% reduc-
tion in core weight. We then combine it with XTC, giving you 
a extremly light board that doesnt sacrifice any strength or 
durability. 

KICKER x EFF ES SEA - Our award winning KICKER CORE 
is now hippy friendly! EFF ES SEA (FSC) KICKER cores have 
all the same benefits as the KICKER cores, but our sourced 
from forests that have been replanted and carefully harvested 
to reduce impact on the environment. At least you can feel 
good about your core as you drive your gas gusseling truck 
up to the hill. 

Park Killer - The new and improved Park Killer core com-
bines all the benefits of the computer controlled lightweight 
poplar core, with standard poplar rails and Beech wood under 
the inserts. The result is a core that decreases chatter and 
can handle huge landings. 

Bamboo Kicker - Our award winning top of the line Bamboo 
core features a tip to tail Poplar core, Beech rails and tip to 
tail Bamboo strips. The result is a core that prevents chatter at 
higher speeds, increases strength without adding weight, and 
a snappy long lasting flex. 

bases

Extruded – Easy to maintain and fix, Our Extruded base has 
strong impact qualities allowing you to focus your riding in 
the park and in the street without destroying your base after 
one lap. Our Extruded base is constructed by melting down 
polyethylene pellets, they are then pressured together giving 
a solid, durable and smooth base.

Sintruded – New for 14/15 is our Sintruded base, blending 
the properties of both extruded and sintered bases to deliver 
a strong all around base construction. Combining the durabil-
ity of extruded with the wax absorbing abilities of a sintered 
base, gives you a fast, durable and easy to repair base. 

Sintered – Our high-end sintered base is constructed by 
pressurizing and heating (but not melting) pellets of polyethyl-
ene together. This delivers a highly porous base, the tiny gaps 
inbetween the pellets absorb the wax giving you a fast base 
when waxed often. 

TECH OVERVIEW

fiberglass

QUADRAX - Interweaving vertical and hori-
zontal fiberglass configuration, Quadrax fiber-
glass uses four strands of fiberglass to deliver 
high end response, lasting flex and increased 
pop while strengthening the core of the board.

TRIAX - Interweaving vertical and horizontal 
fiberglass configuration, Triax fiberglass uses 
three strands of fiberglass to deliver a tor-
sional stiffer ride while increasing the boards 
reflex and response.

BIAX - Interweaving vertical and horizontal 
fiberglass configuration, Biax fiberglass uses 
two strands of fiberglass to deliver high-ener-
gy response however not compromising the 
rigidity of the board.



Future Glue – A unique blend of compounds give FutureGlue 
unparalleled strength in securing bases together and to the 
core. Comes standard on all new StepChild Snowboards

COMES IN EVERY STEPCHILD SNOWBOARD

SnagFree – SnagFree bases are hardened in the press by 
a temperature control system that cooks the base harder 
as it sandwiches the board, this allows the base to be more 
durable and easier maintain.

Bonus features!

Armadillo Plates – Re-enforcing the insert pack by adding 
in an extra diamond shape layer of fiberglass eliminates 
blowouts from impacts and pressures.

Carbon – Carbon additives adds life of the board delivering 
more pop without increasing stiffness or adding weight to the 
overall board.

Kevlar - Provides lasting pop, robust flexibility and 
increased strength without compromising the weight of 
the board.

Beveled Edge Tapered Tuning - 3 degree beveled edge 
reduces edge catching on rails but still holds an edge when 
you really need to lay it down.

Trojan Rubber - Rubber dampaning layered into the 
sidewalls to help absorb impact and chatter.

Structurn - The patented Structurn Base structure is 
scientifically proven to be a faster base in all conditions. 
Elongated dimples on the base of the board break down the 
friction created between the base and the snow.

Shapes

True Twin - Every twin Stepchild board is twin in every way. 
Identical nose and tail, sidecut, and stance, ensures the 
board rides exactly the same regualr and switch. 

Directional Twin - Our Directional Twin shape is twin in 
every way, except for 10mm extra in the nose. It will ride 
exactly the same switch, but will give you a little extra float 
on those deep days. Perfect for powder at the top, and park 
at the bottom.

Powder -  The tappered tail lets the nose rise up and float 
through the deepest pow, and lets you size the board down to 
increase manueverability for a surf inspired feel.  

Cambers

Authentic Camber - Tried and true since day one. The 
cambers snap and response can power through anything 
you throw at it from street rails, powder chutes and big 
landings in the park. 
* girls always notice a man pressing authentic camber.

Reverse Camber - delivers ollie snap like a traditional 
camber board due to a reinforced mellower reverse 
camber profile, raised contact points deliver a soft re-
sponsive ride.

Blended Reverse Camber - We blended multiple radius 
reverse cambers similar to an elyptical sidecut, to take 
advantage of the benefits of reverse camber where needed, 
and mellowed out the dis-advantages where you dont. 
Exclusivly on the FTW, a team favorite and award winning 
combitnation for out of the plastic perfection.

Thank God its Flat! - Remember your old broken in 
camber board you still love? Flat camber gives you that 
broken in camber feel right away, without sacrificing all the 
pop of a fresh deck. 

SnapBack Camber - Snapback fuses the power and pop 
of authentic camber under your feet, and the catch free 
feel of reverse camber. When loaded, the flat sections at 
the nose and tail release the presure at the contact points 
and give you a larger flat surface for stable presses and 
solid landings. 
Half Breed Camber – Zero camber to the outside of the 
inserts and reverse camber out to the contact points, gives 
a very stable ride, while maintaining the catch free ease of 
reverse camber. 

Peace Pop – This all mountain camber profile combines 
the power and response of regular camber in between your 
feet with elevated contact points delivering a playful nose 
and tail that increase float in the pow, without sacrificing 
power and performance. Peaceful harmony between cam-
ber and reverse.  

King of Pop –  Utilizing a blend of reverse camber and 
regular camber, Peace Pop has the power and control of 
regular camber under the feet while the reverse camber in-
between the bindings gives the board a unique playfulness.

Cherry Pop – Just like the KING OF POP hybrid camber, 
but tuned specificly for the ladies. A little more forgiving for 
a lighter rider, without losing any of the benifits. 

MORE TECH OVERVIEW
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The greaseball’s choice. The Sleazy rider has our Good Wood winning KABAM! Core, utilizing a combina-
tion of poplar, beech and bamboo to give power, life and unquestionable man strength to the board. Our 
Snagfree Sintered 8000 base will get you anywhere you need to go fast. All new for 14/15 is our Peace Pop 

regular camber power between your feet. This gives the board life but also an extra lift when tackling those 
deep powder snakes. A twin sidecut with an extra 1cm on the nose lets the board ride like a twin in those 

all over the hill, from being pole jammed, nose pressed on the box and being taken up the back country, So 
jump on for the ride of your life, only if you think you are man enough for her.   

ARE YOU MAN ENOUGH?
REVERSE REVERSEREGULAR

SLEAZY RIDER

PLAYFUL POWER



REVERSE

Hot off a TWSnow GoodWood award, the FTW is back for more fresh mountain blood. The FTW is our high-
end all mountain freestyle board, a team favorite, this board can take a beating in the backcountry, streets 
and park and still live to ride another day. Vol4 of the FTW utilizes our Bamboo Kicker Core which combines 

life to the board. Combining our Sintered 8000 with structurn will make sure you win any Chinese downhill 
race. The FTW also has our blended reverse camber, meaning that there are different radiuses of reverse 
through the camber. The FTW is the one board quiver you always wanted.

vol4

F.T.W.

PLAYFUL POWER



ZERO

Come on, you really thought we didn’t like powder!? Really? Don’t be s illy. Back from the pits o f eternal 
damnation is the most badass powder board – the OG Pow. We updated the entire construction and shape 
to bring the OG Pow back this year. The narrower tail width makes maneuvering through those trees as easy 

Ash Veneer topsheet printing technique along with full bamboo sidewalls. We utlizied our Poplar tip to tail 

and shred pow without having a boat under your feet. The OG Pow was developed at our secret pow cabin 
in the interior of BC, you’ll be getting face shots all day long with this thing, and I’m not talking about the ones 
you see on youporn!

LOCALS ONLY

OG POWDER

PLAYFUL POWER
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The Kam Knife is your all mountain freestyle-slaughtering weapon. Our new Park Killer core lightens it up 
from l ast year’s model: lightweight poplar i n the middle, denser poplar a long t he r ails f or added s tability 
and beech under your bindings for impact absorption and extra reinforcement. We improved our SnapBack 
camber, now giving you 5mm of camber, an increase from 3mm the year before - giving you more power and 
snap in your ollies. The camber shape lengthens the contact points of the board allowing for more energy 
to transfer through the board, and resulting in a high-energy performing snowboard. The added carbon X in 
the middle gives more life to the core of the board and added torsional strength when it comes to the bigger  
jumps on the mountain. Let the Kam Knife out and it will slash the bloody guts out of any terrain that stands 
in front of it.

a slashing good time

KAMKNIFE

PLAYFUL POWER



flat reversereverse

The best park board just got better. This year sees the JibStick’s return with a new construction: our Park 
Killer core, which combines lightweight poplar, poplar and beech under the inserts. The beech acts as rein
forcement for the bindings allowing us to remove the armadillo plates, reducing the board’s weight. Our new 
Half-Breed camber blends zero camber in between the binding to reverse camber, to give the JibStick the 
playfulness of a park board but without the dreaded washout of reverse camber landings. Our new Sintruded 

speed of Sintered. Carbon stripes in the nose and tail provide extra pop in your ollies and our Trojan Rubber 
sidewalls provide impact absorption for those harder landings. Our new BETT is a 3 degree rail bevel which 
keeps an edge on turns but eliminates edge catches on rails! If you want a complete park machine, then this 
is the board you need, no need to look further. 

 

JIBSTICK

PLAYFUL POWER



Disclaimer* We are NOT claiming to be environmentally friendly because we aren’t (no snowboarding brand 
is) – we can just try our best to help reduce the damage. 
A new season, a new Sucks.  With this board we did our best to reduce the carbon footprint and minimize the 

sidewalls make this a less earth-damaging board, without making the board feel like a paper-thin piece of shit. 
Our new King Of Pop camber combines the playfulness of reverse camber but keeps the power of regular 

Added Kevlar stripes running parallel to your sidewalls give added life, stability and power to the board with

of extruded bases along with the wax absorption and speed of Sintered. This isn’t a hippy peace tree-loving 
board, it will still slash down anything put in its path, similar to the oil monsters.

GOING GREEN SUCKS
REVERSEREVERSE REVERSEREGULAR REGULAR K
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POWDER SUCKS
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Brothers Lizard King (Mike Plum) and Possum (Bob Plum) are our most recent guest bros in a series that 
has already seen Whitlake, Kidwell and Ranquet. Lizard King is not only one of the radest and most positive 
dudes out there and one hell of a skater (as we all know) but having grown up in SLC, UT, he knows his way 

rail gardens... His brother Possum is up there with the best photographers in the snowboarding game and has 
gone on countless trips with our boys here at StepChild. Lizard King worked with Brian Romero to develop the 
graphic, while we developed the tech. Zero Camber, light poplar tip to tail wood core, reduced swing weight - 

these guys part of the family. PASSION!!

lizard king and possum bro model

flat

GUEST BRO MODEL

PLAYFUL POWER
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Light

our new computer-controlled weighted poplar wood core, which comes in at 8% lighter than our previous 
latchkey. The addition of Kevlar is new to this year, parallel strips in the reverse camber option to give more 
life and response to the board and the single strip running down the middle on the regular camber option 
gives more power to your pop. With reduced swing weight – due to the tapered nose and tail – the board is 
easy to maneuver around the mountain or easier to handle on your way to the bar for a few cold ones after 

-
glass reduce a layer of consutrction (the top foil) and makes the board another 100-130 grams lighter! After 
countless appearances in shred videos, web edits and porn clips the latchkey is our most in-demand board.  
Available in both Regular and Reverse Camber.

Delightfully tacky, yet unrefined
REGULAR K

evlar R
einforcem

ent

LATCHKEY

PLAYFUL POWER



flat reversereverse

Building on the success of the Stereotype last year, we have introduced a lighter and softer construction, 

extremely fun board to ride the park and mini shred around the hill. This board will leave your friends in the 
dust and will get you all the chicks.

WELCOME TO BEVERLY KILLS

STEREOTYPE

PLAYFUL POWER



flat

Did you spend all summer working away bagging food at the local groceries only to go and blow it on cheap 
thrills and parking tickets? Don’t worry, we have the board for you. The Dirtbag utilizes our Armorcore con

durability or increasing the weight. Our new high transparent extruded base is resilient against impact and is 

ers the precision and power of regular camber but also the playfulness of reverse. FOS (Heroin Skateboards, 
Altamont) delivered the art this year for the board. The Dirtbag is priced so it won’t take from your beer and 
noodle money, allowing you to live like a king out of your van at the bottom of the lift.

Live like a king in your van

DIRTBAG

PLAYFUL POWER



Cherry Pop camber combines the forgiveness and playfulness of reverse camber with the pop and power of 
-

tion and a lightweight computer controlled poplar core delivers a soft, light and easy to maneuver board. The 
true twin shape delivers a versitle board that can tackle the entire mountain. Every girl always wanted a pony, 
so here, go out and grab this pony by the main and sidesaddle and ride down the mountain, or whatever you 
girls do with ponies....

REVERSEREVERSE REVERSEREGULAR REGULAR

Light

THE PONY

Because every girl wants a ponY

PLAYFUL POWER



The Mustache ride is soft, pleasuring, but most of all fun. It will get your knees quivering and your spine tin

provides a forgiving and fun ride that can handle all the terrain the mountain decides to throw at it. The Mus

don’t waste any more time and get onboard - we are dishing out rides all day every day!  

all aboard the MUstache ride

REVERSE

MUSTACHE RIDER

PLAYFUL POWER



REGULAR 

Hey kids, fed up of getting heavy, stiff dead planks as snowboards from your parents? Well, you should ask your 
parents (really nicely) to buy you a Park Rat. Why? Because it’s the best kid’s board out there. Why? It’s light, 
easy to maneuver, looks cool and all your friends would be jealous! This board is packed with all the goodness 
you see in our adult boards. Its true twin shape, Armorcore construction, extruded base - which is easy to look 

tuned and thinned down for the smaller rider. It is easy to control and great for progressing from linking a few 
turns to progressing in the park from mini box to jumps. Don’t buy your kid a dead plank that would get them 

of booze. Get them the Park Rat.

DESIGNED FOR LITTLE SHREDDERS

PARKRAT

PLAYFUL POWER



WORLD WIDE DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA – RHYTHM SNOWBOARD SHOP
Phone: +61 405240858
Email: rhythmsnowboardshop@hotmail.com

AUSTRIA – EUROHOOKS DISTRIBUTION
Phone: 43 699.10676401
Email: phil@eurohooks.net
www.eurohooks.net

BULGARIA - HAZEL SPORTS
Phone: 359 (0)2 / 865-84-60
Email: nikola@hazel-sports.com

CANADA – WICK WINDER DISTRIBUTION
Phone: 604-276-9425
Email: info@wickwinder.com
www.wickwinder.com

CHINA – ANOTHER DISTRIBUTION
Phone: 86-769-88998610
Email:jenny@anotherdist.com
www.anotherdist.com

GERMANY – MIGHTY DISTRIBUTION
Phone:49.611.4118021
Email:msprunkel@mightydistribution.com
www.mightydistribution.com 

ISRAEL – RESHET
Email: Reshet.Team5@reshetltd.com

ITALY – FRIEND DISTRIBUTION
Phone: +39-0564-21366
Email: luca@friendistribution.it

JAPAN – MANEUVERLINE
Phone: 81-3-5245-3113
Email:info@maneuverline.co.jp
http://www.maneuverline.co.jp/

KOREA – A.BOUND
Phone: 82. 10.4282.7228
Email: sonyakim@abounddist.com
http://www.abounddist.com

NEW ZEALAND – ACTION SPORTS
Phone: +64.21.033.8594
Email: ryan.foster@action-sports.co.nz

POLAND – PROSNOW SC
Phone: 604590192
Email: stepchild@prosnow.pl
www.stepchildsnowboards.pl

RUSSIA – PRO SNOW
Phone: 7-495-7395402
Email: info@prosnow.ru
www.prosnow.ru

SLOVAKIA, – PRESPORT DIST
Email: presport@presport.sk
www.cornerboardshop.sk/ 

SWEDEN – ONE OFF INTERNATIONAL
Phone: +46 (0)431 417 990
Email: evalena@oneoff.com
www.oneoff.com

SWITZERLAND – ROOTS DISTRIBUTION
Phone: 41 34 424 06 17
Email: info@roots-distribution.ch
www.roots-distribution.ch

UK – MDE
Phone: +44 (0)166-212-4208
Email: info@mde-dist.com
www.mde-dist.com

USA
SOUTH  EAST
MD, WV, VA, NC, SC, GA, FL, KY,TN
Phone: 604.207.8804
info@stepchildsnowboards.com

MID WEST
WI, MN, IA, IL, MO, KS, NE, SD, ND
Scott Ladwig
theempireco@gmail.com

ROCKIES
WY, UT, CO, NM
Phone: 604.207.8804
info@stepchildsnowboards.com

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Sean Neil/Chicken
chickenone@mac.com

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
604.207.8804
info@stepchildsnowboards.com

NORTH WEST
WA, OR. ID, MT
Phone: 604.207.8804
info@stepchildsnowboards.com

NORTH EAST
ME, VT, NH, MA, CT, RI
John Robes
jrobes123@gmail.com

ATLANTIC
NY, NJ, PA, DE
Chris Yeaton
chrisyeaton@gmail.com

WESTERN CANADA
BC/AB/SK/MB
Western Front Sales
403.281.6555
westernfront@telus.net

ONTARIO
Ryan McDonogh/Volume sales
ryan@volumesales.org

CANADA

Interested in becoming a
STEPCHILD distributor?
please email your details to:
distributor@stepchildsnowboards.com

MARITIMES
Rob Strange / Wyndansea Agency
strange9@eastlink.ca

QUEBEC
Agence Royal
514-767-2806
alex@agence-royal.biz



last issue ever
catalogs are the new magazines
____________

Stepchild releases Step in bindings?


